Photography
Out of consideration for other members of the audience, it is requested that those who wish to take photographs of portions of the ceremony remain in their seats and refrain from interfering with the view of others. Guests are not permitted on the main floor.

GradImages™ will take photos today and will contact graduates directly through their UW email with a link to view and purchase photos. If you are interested in receiving proofs of the professional photographs taken of your graduating student today by GradImages™ please text “GRAD23” to 39771 or go to GradImages.com to view the professional photos taken of your grad today. There is no obligation to purchase photos.

Cell phones
Please set your cell phone to “silent” or “vibrate” mode.

tacoma.uw.edu/commencement

After the ceremony
Please meet your graduate outside at the Tacoma Dome plaza.
Congratulations, Class of 2023!

You did it. Through hard work and what at times might seem to have been overwhelming odds, you have completed a stage in your journey through higher education.

My congratulations also extend to all those who inspired and helped you on the way – and I am sure there have been many. If there’s one thing I’ve learned, it’s that inspiration can come from unexpected places and at unexpected moments.

The accomplishment you and we are celebrating today is all the more precious because it comes in the wake of uncertain times. In the midst of COVID-19, racial violence, economic instability and so many other challenges, your ability to adapt and achieve your goals is what gives me confidence you will be a force for change in the world.

What you have done, and what you will do, is about much more than just securing a credential to further your career, although that in itself is praiseworthy. Despite what you may be hearing from pundits and politicians, a college degree remains a key way to overcome structural inequities in our society – a way to make a better life for yourself, your family and your community, a change of trajectory that will resonate for generations to come.

As you join the ranks of UW alumni, I ask you to remember that your work as a Husky continues. As graduates of UW Tacoma, you have a responsibility to pay it forward. I urge you to put back into your community that which it provided you.

I offer to each and every one of you my most enthusiastic and profound congratulations.

Sheila Edwards Lange, PhD
Chancellor
Awards & Recognition

Each year at Commencement we recognize outstanding faculty and students. These awards are symbolic of the many hundreds of public servants and thousands of students at UW Tacoma working together to foster a thriving and equitable society.

DISTINGUISHED RESEARCH AWARD

This award recognizes a faculty member with a record of notable scholarship or creative activity, who has generated new knowledge or creativity that impacts their intellectual discipline, and has contributed to the intellectual climate of the UW Tacoma campus and its communities.

Dr. Luna Zhang is an Assistant Professor with the Milgard School of Business. Her research focuses on consumer behavior, platform economy, information systems, and operations management and the interface of these fields.

Zhang started at UW Tacoma in 2018. During that time, she has published six peer-reviewed articles, all in prestigious journals. Her paper, “Fending off Critics of Platform Power: Doing Well by Doing Good?” was awarded best paper at the 2021 Conference on Information Systems & Technology (CIST).

Zhang has also given 15 invited talks in national and international venues over the past four years. Her expertise regarding supply chain disruption and mobile commerce is sought by both scholarly and media outlets. Zhang also lends her expertise to students as the faculty advisor for the Analytics Innovations student club. In May of this year, the OL Reign soccer team recognized Zhang as part of its Legends Campaign which “celebrates extraordinary female leaders in the Pacific Northwest.”

Zhang grew up in Chengdu, in the southwest part of China. She moved to the United States to pursue a master’s degree in economics from Lehigh University in Pennsylvania. Zhang also completed a Ph.D. in business and economics at Lehigh. She served as an adjunct professor at Lehigh for two years prior to coming to UW Tacoma.

DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARD

The award recognizes a faculty member who demonstrates a mastery of their subject matter, the ability to engage diverse students both within and outside of the classroom, and who strives for innovation in course design.

Dr. Ellen Bayer is an Associate Professor with the Division of Culture, Arts and Communication in the School of Interdisciplinary Arts and Sciences. Her teaching philosophy reflects her passion for the natural world and her interest in helping others experience the world around them.

Bayer implements experiential learning strategies that take students outside the traditional classroom, helping to strengthen students’ reflections on their natural environments. These experiential activities also allow students to draw connections between classroom learning and their own lived experiences.

In her teaching, Bayer centers inclusivity using diverse instructional practices, reading materials, and assessment methods. She inquires about her students’ needs beyond the classroom and connects them with relevant supports across campus. Bayer also mentors and collaborates with her faculty colleagues.

Bayer believes helping students develop the skills and confidence to explore the natural world is a foundational part of her job. In her experience as an educator, she has seen how transformative this can be in terms of fostering engagement with issues of sustainability and the global environmental crisis.

A literature professor, Bayer has taught a range of classes during her time at UW Tacoma. These courses probe different topics from American identity to the intersection of space, place and environment.
The Distinguished Community Engagement Award recognizes the important and innovative community-based work being done by faculty at UW Tacoma.

**Dr. Alison Cardinal** is an Assistant Professor with the Division of Culture, Arts and Communication in the School of Interdisciplinary Arts and Sciences. Cardinal’s research focuses on language justice through community-engaged partnerships. Her work seeks to develop ways of centering English as the default way of speaking and communicating in institutions and moving towards equity for multilingual communities. A foundational principle of language justice is that all people should be able to fully and equitably participate in community and should be able to access services in their preferred language.

Cardinal is currently the Director of Designing Language Access, a cross-institutional and community-based research and consulting group. Cardinal is working with a number of community partners including the Asia Pacific Cultural Center, City of Tacoma, King County Office of Equity and Social Service, Providence Health Services and the Tacoma-Pierce County Health Department.

Together, Cardinal and the coalition of community partners engaged in a participatory, user-centered design process to develop and refine a language justice framework. The group also worked to create tools and processes for better language access in the South Puget Sound.

The next phase of the project focuses on completing a Language Access Handbook. The purpose of the handbook is to provide guidelines and best practices for organizations and civil servants who want to work towards language justice.

**Dr. Emma Rose** is an Associate Professor with the Division of Culture, Arts and Communication in the School of Interdisciplinary Arts and Sciences. Her research focuses on digital inclusion, specifically how existing methodologies and design approaches can be expanded to accommodate the growing diversity of people using technology.

Rose has worked with a number of community partners on different projects. She used a human-centered, participatory design approach for Project EMAR. The goal of the project was to develop an engaging social robot to capture real-time stress and mood data from teens to better assess student health. The process involved working with students in Chief Leschi Schools as well as Tacoma Public Schools.

As part of Designing Language Access, a cross-institutional and community-based research and consulting group, Rose worked with Dr. Alison Cardinal and other community experts to incorporate human-centered design to help organizations work towards language justice. Rose facilitated workshops and helped create design materials to support the goals of the group.

Rose also collaborated with the Pierce County Auditor’s Office as part of a course on usability testing and research. Students in the course investigated the usability of online voting information provided by the auditor’s office and the state website VoteWA.gov and whether or not it met people’s needs.
The Chancellor’s Medal recognizes an individual who has been a consistent source of inspiration for faculty and fellow students alike, and who has overcome significant obstacles in order to complete a degree.

Salese Clark graduates from UW Tacoma with a bachelor’s degree in business administration with a concentration in marketing. Clark, a first-generation college student, grew up in University Place and attended Curtis High School.

While at UW Tacoma, Clark spent more than 400 hours volunteering both on and off campus. She was active in the Black Student Union and received a Dream Award from the BSU at the 2023 Martin Luther King Jr. Unity Breakfast. Clark was also heavily involved with the Milgard Women’s Initiative Lead Your Way program.

Clark has played cello for 13 years. She co-founded a music club to help students express themselves through music. Clark has played cello for different organizations including the Seattle Symphony.

Clark plans to work in business with the goal of becoming an executive for a business or organization.

Exita Lealofi graduates from UW Tacoma with a bachelor’s degree in Ethnic, Gender, and Labor Studies and a minor in Global Engagement. Lealofi is also part of the Global Honors program.

A first-generation college student, Lealofi grew up on American Samoa. She moved to Washington at the age of 13. Lealofi said those first few months after the move were difficult, but she found her footing with the help of her family.

During her time at UW Tacoma, Lealofi helped students connect to campus as a Pack Advisor. She also served as the Director of University Affairs for ASUWT and is also active in UW Tacoma’s Pacific Islander Student Alliance (PISA). When not on campus, she mentors Pacific Islander students at Mt. Tahoma High School. Lealofi plans to continue her education and wants to pursue a master’s degree.

The President’s Medal recipient is selected from graduating seniors with the most distinguished academic record. This year’s medalist earned a 3.99 GPA.

Samantha June Smith graduates from UW Tacoma with bachelor’s degrees in Sustainable Urban Development and Law and Policy.

Smith grew up in Kent and is the youngest of six siblings. After high school she moved to Utah to attend college. Smith decided to take a break from school to pursue an opportunity in Chile.

Smith ultimately decided to delay returning to college. She worked as an English teacher in Chile (she’s fluent in Spanish). Smith returned from Chile and took a position as a legal assistant with a local law firm that specializes in immigration.

The then-33-year-old returned to school in 2020. She enrolled at Green River College where she completed her associate’s degree before transferring to UW Tacoma. When not on campus, Smith put her interest in urban development to use as a volunteer with the Kent Downtown Partnership. The Partnership is a volunteer driven organization centered around getting residents, visitors, businesses and investors to engage with Downtown Kent.

The mother of two also completed a GIS certificate at UW Tacoma. In the future Smith hopes to work as a policy analyst for the State of Washington on issues related to sustainable urban development.
ACADEMIC REGALIA

The academic dress worn by scholars originated in the Middle Ages. When European universities were taking form in the 12th and 13th centuries, the scholars usually were clerics as well, and they adopted dress similar to that of their monastic orders. Buildings were cold and drafty, so caps and warm, floor-length capes with hoods were necessities. As control of education passed from the churches, the dress was modified in various ways, and there was great diversity in the color and style of cap, gown and hood worn at different institutions. In 1895, a standardized code of academic dress was established that is followed by most colleges and universities in the United States.

At the University of Washington, the bachelor's and master's gowns are black. The doctoral gowns are purple with purple and gold hoods and are distinguished by three velvet chevrons on each sleeve. The matching mortarboard or tam has a long tassel, and is worn over the left side of the cap. The colors of tassels or hoods are distinctive of the candidate's academic program (in most cases). Honor cords identify students who are graduating with academic honors and are worn loosely around the neck and hang down in the front.

**Master's hood colors**

- Master of Arts ................................................................. White hood
- Master of Accounting ......................................................... Royal blue hood
- Master of Business Administration ....................................... Royal blue hood
- Master of Cybersecurity and Leadership ............................. Gold hood
- Master of Education ....................................................... Light blue hood
- Master of Nursing ............................................................. Apricot hood
- Master of Science .............................................................. Gold hood
- Master of Science in Accounting ......................................... Royal blue hood
- Master of Science in Business Analytics ............................ Royal blue hood
- Master of Science in Electrical and Computer Engineering ........ Orange hood
- Master of Social Work ......................................................... Citron hood

**Tassels**

- Bachelor of Arts ................................................................. White tassel
- Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration .......................... Royal blue tassel
- Bachelor of Science ............................................................. Gold tassel
- Bachelor of Science in Engineering ....................................... Orange tassel
- Bachelor of Science in Nursing ............................................. Apricot tassel
- Veteran or active-duty military .............................................. Red, white and blue tassel
- Master's ........................................................................ Black tassel

**Cords**

- Baccalaureate honors .......................................................... Gold cord
- Faculty honors .................................................................... Purple cord
- Global Honors distinction .................................................... Ivory cord

**ABOUT THE MACE**

University of Washington ceremonial occasions begin with the entrance of the University Mace, carried by the faculty marshal, Menaka Abraham, Teaching Professor, School of Engineering & Technology. A mace was originally a weapon used by mounted knights for protection. It since has become a symbol of authority indicating that the proceedings to follow have official sanction. The current mace was presented to the University by the Alumni Association in 1961.
Commencement Ceremony
FRIDAY, JUNE 9, 2023 • 10 A.M.
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Presentation of Colors ................................................................. The McChord Field Honor Guard
comprised of Airmen from the 62nd Airlift Wing and 627th Air Base Group

Convening of Ceremony ............................................................... Faculty Marshal Menaka Abraham

National Anthem ........................................................................... Mari Roy

Native Welcome ............................................................... Puyallup Tribal Council Chair Bill Sterud

Welcome and Introductions ...................................................... Chancellor Sheila Edwards Lange
ASUWT President Jai’Shon Berry

Presentation of Chancellor’s Medals ........................................ Chancellor Sheila Edwards Lange

Presentation of President’s Medal ............................................. President Ana Mari Cauce

President’s Remarks ................................................................. President Ana Mari Cauce

Presentation of Degree Candidates
and Conferring of Degrees ...................................................... UW Regent Chair David Zeeck
Executive Vice Chancellor Andrew Harris

Presentation of Graduated Class ............................................ Chancellor Sheila Edwards Lange

Closing of Ceremony ................................................................. Faculty Marshal Menaka Abraham

Music .................................................................................................................. The Tacoma Youth Symphony
## Doctoral degrees

Degrees awarded on completion of all graduation requirements. 
Listing in this program does not indicate that all requirements have been met.

### SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOCTORATE IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP</th>
<th>Ramona Ann Halcomb</th>
<th>Alicia C. Mendez</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E. R. Álvarez</td>
<td>Deborah M. Hales ○</td>
<td>Darius Bernard Mensah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cesar Aristides Bernal Beers Jr.</td>
<td>Brendan J. Hanley</td>
<td>Anne Elise Pocklington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Booker</td>
<td>Pastora D. Hernandez Barbee</td>
<td>Julien Alexander Pollard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hermenia Laura Butler</td>
<td>Eileen Graciela Jimenez</td>
<td>Alison O. Pugh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kylie Terese Danielson</td>
<td>Justina Suzanne Johnson</td>
<td>Joannie Marie Suina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeAnn Marie Dillon ○</td>
<td>Jamalia Katherine Jones</td>
<td>Jennifer Megan Vasilez ○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Flanagan</td>
<td>Merisa K. Jones</td>
<td>Kenderick O’Bryant Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nora A. Flemming de Sandoval</td>
<td>Angela K. Leung</td>
<td>Ronne K. Wopsock Pawwinnee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amy Maharaj</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ada Marie McDaniel ○</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOCTORATE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE &amp; SYSTEMS</th>
<th>Adel Abdelsabour Ahmad Aly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adel Abdelsabour Ahmad Aly</td>
<td>Abdulrahman M. Salama</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Master’s degrees

 Degrees awarded on completion of all graduation requirements.
Listing in this program does not indicate that all requirements have been met.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCHOOL OF EDUCATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MASTER OF EDUCATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dana Aguirre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Beck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciarra Nicole Bernhoft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Brandau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Raye Kincaid Bryant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kala Marie Conway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Marie Cunningham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Edwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Deanne Frank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justine Camille Ann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gagnon-Bailey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie Lee Garriepy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arlee Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clairissa Elizabeth Hayes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jayme Elizabeth Jakubek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea M. Jensen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian John Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alisa Nami Kahle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briana Isabel Kielmeyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Lynne Kiesel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Vanessa Kolody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigel W. B. Lawrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edwin Rosario Liam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Edward-Alexander Lund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley Marie Mack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceara McDonnell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam David Mc Kee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianne Minga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karla Itzel Ortiz Diaz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew M. Paquin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Reite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Rosevear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dalen Cade Rushing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Andrew Rustemeyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alysa Marie Schafer-Garcia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy C. Shoot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meaghan Solenberger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tevon Anthony Stephens-Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING &amp; TECHNOLOGY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE &amp; SYSTEMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayushi Ameta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supraja Amrutha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhagyashree Aras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayuree Binjolkar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhifei Cheng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manoj Karthik Chinniah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahmoud Ali Mohamed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohamed Elkamhawy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donovan Eugene Farar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryce Nobutoshi Fukuda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dev Niketan Gandhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rakshana Gopalakrishnan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viktoria Yi Grishkina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anmin Huang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuan Huang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomasio Kao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dhruv Kaswala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nischal Khadka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parshva Kumashbhbai Kotak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wenqian Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaojie Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiangwen Lin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikhil Mahendran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashwin Meena Meiyappan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Di Mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Cole Moe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard C. Morrow Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alekhya Palle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Vibhu Paruchuri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minzhi Qu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sankalp Singh Rathore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shishir Reddy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Gil Maningding Romero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert George Schmitz III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raj Senthil Kumar *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pritpal Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Solovyev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Srishty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Stockman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prathyush Bharadwaj Vuppala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baiqiang Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsung-Jui Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yan Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yanliu Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhengyang Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zihe Xiao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yifan Xie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nazim Zerrouki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruigeng Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siyu Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yanru Zhao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zening Zhao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deyang Zhong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deyi Zhou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ziyuan Zhou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard C. Morrow Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alekhya Palle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Vibhu Paruchuri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minzhi Qu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sankalp Singh Rathore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shishir Reddy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Gil Maningding Romero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert George Schmitz III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raj Senthil Kumar *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pritpal Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Solovyev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Srishty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Stockman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prathyush Bharadwaj Vuppala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baiqiang Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsung-Jui Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yan Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yanliu Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhengyang Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zihe Xiao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yifan Xie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nazim Zerrouki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruigeng Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siyu Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yanru Zhao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zening Zhao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deyang Zhong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deyi Zhou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ziyuan Zhou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscar Andre Alvarez Esquivel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saahil Athriji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela C. Farin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael David Hockman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohammad Wasil Nasry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jabir Mohammad Patel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Science in Electrical &amp; Computer Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscar Andre Alvarez Esquivel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saahil Athriji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela C. Farin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael David Hockman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohammad Wasil Nasry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jabir Mohammad Patel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MASTER OF CYBERSECURITY AND LEADERSHIP
Adam Farhad Alrashedy  oauth
Olasepe O. Archer  ◊
Gizachew Mitiku Belete ◊
Michael Anthony Brannon
Joshua King Davis
Steven Robert Dolges ◊
Walter Burton Hall
Jeff Howard Hanna  oauth
Sally Trieu Ho ◊
Levon S. Kechichian ◊

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Whitney Borchers
Curtis Brooks
Katherine Christine Irene Brown
Kevin Patrick Dillon  ◊
Marinlah Beverly Pineda Dizon
Malika Feroz Ali
Roman Anthony Galanti ◊
Abel Hernandez ◊
William MacKey  ◊
Huy Ngoc Nguyen ◊
Daniel A. Nyachuba
Lillian Oh ◊
Melissa Olsen
Glorianna Maria Ortiz-Cross
Andy Jay Papa  ◊
Neil Thomas Pearson  ◊
Jennifer Pomeroy ◊
Robert L. Rucker III ◊
Liliane Monir Sabra
Connor Steven Saxe
Ritu Sharma  ◊
Patrick D. Sullivan  ◊
Celso Anatoly Tacury
Bobby Thomas ◊
Shilpa Verma
Amanda Wiener
Andrew Anthony Williams
Steven Zimmerman

MASTER OF ACCOUNTING
Duffy Owings
Ying Zhu

MASTER OF ACCOUNTING
MASTERS OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING
Mahad Abdilahi
Eshar Alsinai
Traci Bentz
Rachit Bhandari
Jessica Bi ◊
Chastity Bryant ◊
Tran Le Ebuenga
Matthew Fisher
Kayla Marie Gaertnter
Zil Gandhi ◊
Isaiah Deatono Gilchrist
Sylvia Margarita Gonzalez
Elaine Philips Gov
Yfa-Ma'a't Nadine Jackson
Akshay Bhaskar Jadhav ◊
Nenneh Yehor Jalloh
Kevin James
Culian Jia
Kyonhee Kang
Manjot Kaur
Katherine Rose Kosczewski ◊
Ravinder Kumar ◊
Moon Chan Kwon ◊
Stefan Larkin
Annalis Lawrence
Erin M. Lindsey
Marc Yu Luu
Thuc Nhi Ly ◊
Tracy Mach ◊
Jasmine Kaur Maggo
Bryana Malae ◊
Jennifer Lynn Manka ◊
Alyssa Marsh
Yimegnushal Berta Megenta

Shahriar Saadat
Sukhmani Sandhu
Colton Dean Seaburg
Lakshya Sharma ◊
Paras Sharma ◊
Rachel Solem ◊
Emmanuel Ilunga Tshmanga ◊
Shane VanBuskirk
Sean Venezia ◊
Michael Scott Wallace ◊
MarcKia Renae Wilson

MILGARD SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

MILGARD SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Lillian Masako Chiba Mello
Sydney Moncrief
Imran Ghudulal Mujawar
Luis Mungania
Ethan Alexander Neathery ◊
Dawood S. Niazi ◊
Scott Orvold ◊
Noah James Peretzman
Ashley Elizabeth Sara Perry ◊
Savannah J. Phelps-Chu
Aaron Philip
Rocheal Jevita Pinto
Kalpitha Polsani ◊
Janice M. Rabiteau
Mujeeb Rahman
Yelizaveta Ratsko ◊
Shalini Reddy
Alejandro Renteria-Vera
Lydia Ellen Robinson
Matthew Rommel
Lee Anthony Scott
Timothy Nkata Sendi
Amanda Sides ◊
Eric James Stapelfeld
Jason Starr
Matthew James Swett
Gabriel Walter Sylvanus ◊
Alexis Morgan Taylor
Mark Pavel Titov
Ricki Williams
MILGARD SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

◊ Beta Gamma Sigma International Honor Society (Business)

MASTER OF SCIENCE
BUSINESS
ANALYTICS
Jordan Keith Anderson ◊
Dustin C. Annis
Prasanth Chaitanya Gupta Arisetty
Tanaya Bagade
Brandon Lynn Bainbridge ◊
Khadidiatou Berete
I-Chen Chuang
Scott Edward Comer ◊
Lena Dam
Roger Lee Dennison ◊
Evan Marshall Doyle ◊
William R. Froelich
Ryan James Geier
Nupur Gurjar ◊
Jared James Ilg ◊
Radha Priyanka Jaggumantri
Jayanti Vinay Jain
Pooja Jhobalia ◊
Kylea Danielle Johnson ◊
Hanna Maria Kelly ◊
Sneha Subodh Khandelwal
Karan Khanna Nath
Anderson Kim
Seonggyung Kim
Swapnil Kumari ◊
Ha Eun Lee
Yana Liu
Cameron Harris Marsden
Ericka McKinney
Zainab Sheerin Mohamed Shuaib
Shreya Motani
Michael David Nash
Michael Nguyen
Gene Hoon Park
Vinodhini Parthiban
Elavarasi Pitchairathan
Rebecca A. Richards
Cameron Yazz Safai ◊
Christopher Yazz Safai
Ley S. Shim ◊
Wongsakorn Siriphanporn
Ge Song
Susmitha Suresh
Kajal Hemant Talele
Changming Tan
Yuxuan Tang
Ashlesha Narendra Tiwari
Christen Savannah White-Kueck
Alan Wong
Hima Bindu Yamasani

SCHOOL OF NURSING & HEALTHCARE LEADERSHIP

❋ Sigma Theta Tau International Honor Society of Nursing ‡ Chapter-at-Large

MASTER OF NURSING
Alix Jo Anderson ♦
Juana J. Gallegos ♦
Lascelle Clarence Grizzle ♦
Arthur Hernandez Jr. ♦◊
Ruby Kaway ◊
Caterina Nicole MacDonald
Nicolette Mendoza
John Peralta
Diane C.A. Reville ♦

National Society for Leadership & Success - Sigma Alpha Pi
MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK
Wendy Bracamontes ❋
Kristi Ann Breton
Dezirae Lorraine Brown
Sarah Carpenter
Sara Cotes
Tara-Beth M. Crowder
Jeyyonce Cuevas
Simon Mabior Dau Angok
Madeline Elder ❋
Mary Catherine Esposito
Cassandra Giggy ❋
Elle Gladstone
Renee Anne Marie Guzman
Seanna Hollinger
Travis Huber ❋
Kristi Lynn Jantzi
Simranjit Kaur
Crystal L. Kennemer
Jiyoung Kim
Danielle Konicek
Kourtney Rue Krueger
Alvaro Lara Gomez
Lindsey Marie LaRosa ★
Nicholas Leider
Cleo Levine ❋
Leidy M. Martinez Bodre
Elizabeth Imelda Martinez ❋
Lexzandria Marlene
Mercado-Olin
Sydney An Meyers
Cameron Millikin
Toycia Sherona Morrison
Adrina Marie Petersen
Corrie Rae
Grace Dorothy Rowan
Richelle Selig
Madison Ann Severson
Samuel Silvestro
Kendall Delaney
Skye Simmonds ★ ❋
Dani Small ★
Timothy Smith
Stacey Melinda Sowders
Avery Taylor ★
Toirian Aunray Taylor ❋
Julia Thuo
Theresa-Lynn C. Tudela ★
Eileen Desiree Urbina
Zildjian Viers
Emma Wentworth
Yeji Youn ★
Heidi Zamora

SCHOOL OF URBAN STUDIES
MASTER OF ARTS IN COMMUNITY PLANNING
Sophia Elena Hoffacker
Stephanie Elizabeth Hutchinson
Shaun Kuo
Carla Lundgren
David Edward McBride
Modou Nyang
Leandra J. Shelton
Danny Darren Tomlinson
Stephanie Elizabeth Hutchinson
Shaun Kuo
Carla Lundgren
David Edward McBride
Modou Nyang
Leandra J. Shelton
Danny Darren Tomlinson
Oliyad Bekele Gamechu
Daelen Deron Gates
Ayush Narayan Joshi
John Kamau
George Ikuro Kangethe
Andrew Joseph Leon
Evan Michael Mahnke
Sloan Moore
Sadie Nguyen
Joshua Serfass
Michael Tribe

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK & CRIMINAL JUSTICE
❋ Phi Alpha Honor Society, UW Tacoma ΞΠ Chapter (Social Work)
Baccalaureate degrees

Degrees awarded on completion of all graduation requirements.
Listing in this program does not indicate that all requirements have been met.

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY

❋ Upsilon Pi Epsilon International Honor Society for the Computing and Information Disciplines
∆ Computer Science and Systems Honors

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN
COMPUTER SCIENCE & SYSTEMS
Evon James Chard
Jonathan Cho
Kurtis Copeland
Bronson Costa
Chase Patrick Dolan
Ka Kit Fong
Masse Gashay
Miles Hyun Hairston
Anteh Hsu
Roman Kier Judge
Bryan Lam
Nancy Mac
Nathameion Lamarr Montgomery *
Brhan Newete
Diana Nguyen
Justin T. Noel ♦
Nicholas Michael Orr ♦
Hanad Pellissier
Jared Aaron Pines
Aakash Sajeep ♦
Elijah Anthony Seenandan
Anastasia Vilienius
Katherine Elizabeth Weinhold
Jordan Olivia Williams
Alexis Ranee Zakrzewski

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
COMPUTER SCIENCE & SYSTEMS
Hussein Abdinur ♦
Abdirizak Abuubakar Ali
Elijah Amian
Roman Alekseyevich Antipov
Anthony Tyrone Archie
Kannika Armstrong
Danait Gebre Asefa
Mahliet Awasso
Betelhem Abera Bada ♦
Arshdeep Singh Bal
Yacine Bennour
Thomas Clifton Robert Brooks
Nathanael Brown
Gabe J. Bryan ♦
Anthony Cabrera-Lara
Anthony Jivan Carrillo
David Ellis Chan
Nordine Chaumath
Wei Wei Chien
Codi Hui-Yee LL Chun
Razvan Constantinescu
Kenneth Allen Copeland
Carmina Ong Cruz
Damien Cruz
Nicholas Ernesto Curwood
Lucas Dylan Dahl
Tien Dao
Xuan Ngan Dao
Nicola Tarek Daoud
Jessie Agudong De Jesus
James R. Deal ♦
Bitanya Demissie
Andrew Dibble
Johanna Dingle
Thuy Minh Hao Dinh
Brittanie Dinish-Lomelli
Andrew Downey
Alex William Dowty
Chloe Duncan
Armeen B. Farange
Daniil D. Filienko
Mario Flores Vences
Dylan Lucas Frederick ♦
Derek Matthew Friedrich
Alejo Garcia

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
COMPUTER SCIENCE ENGINEERING
Evon Adams
Kadin Emmanuel Brooks
Richard Xiang Chou
Evan P. Cross
Harry Gill
Taylor Has ♦
Zac Inman
Jane Kennerly
Abdelkader Djilali Khafif
Ivyalo Danailov Kozhuharov
Adrian I. Martinez
Alexander McCormick
Jisu Park
Zachary Robert Pratt
Ketan Bipin Velji Ramani

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Hussein Abdinur ♦
Abdirizak Abuubakar Ali
Elijah Amian
Roman Alekseyevich Antipov
Anthony Tyrone Archie
Kannika Armstrong
Danait Gebre Asefa
Mahliet Awasso
Betelhem Abera Bada ♦
Arshdeep Singh Bal
Yacine Bennour
Thomas Clifton Robert Brooks
Nathanael Brown
Gabe J. Bryan ♦
Anthony Cabrera-Lara
Anthony Jivan Carrillo
David Ellis Chan
Nordine Chaumath
Wei Wei Chien
Codi Hui-Yee LL Chun
Razvan Constantinescu
Kenneth Allen Copeland
Carmina Ong Cruz
Damien Cruz
Nicholas Ernesto Curwood
Lucas Dylan Dahl
Tien Dao
Xuan Ngan Dao
Nicola Tarek Daoud
Jessie Agudong De Jesus
James R. Deal ♦
Bitanya Demissie
Andrew Dibble
Johanna Dingle
Thuy Minh Hao Dinh
Brittanie Dinish-Lomelli
Andrew Downey
Alex William Dowty
Chloe Duncan
Armeen B. Farange
Daniil D. Filienko
Mario Flores Vences
Dylan Lucas Frederick ♦
Derek Matthew Friedrich
Alejo Garcia

Dylan Duane Gibbons-Churchward
Stephanie Gibbs
Aaron Gitell ♦
Justin Goding
Joseph Graves ♦
Gurleen Kaur Grewal
Uladzimir Hanevich
Devin Hanson
Roland Hanson
Joel Gray Hemphill
Christopher Henderson *
Johnny Christopher Heredia III ♦
Alexander Christian Humphries
Gia Bao Huu Huynh
Sam Viet Huynh
Osman Ibrahim
Bohdan Ivanovich Ivchenko
Liban Jama
Yeseong Jeon
Richard Henry Le
Son Hoang Le
Steven Thanh Le
Benjamin Ihn Lee
Juno Lee
Paul Lee
Cameron Scott Lempitsky
Ye Li
Jeng-Hoarng Lin
Yudong Lin
Austin Carter Luu
Yihan Ma
Ryan MacLeod
Nathan James Mahnke
Salahuddin Majed
Jeffrey Michael Maloney
Tarnveer Singh Mangat
Carlos Alberto Manrique Ucharico
Logan Martinson ♦
Joseph John Wayne Monaco V
Steven S. Mooers
Shemsudin Mustafic
Jordan Mutamba
Duykhung Nguyen
Terry Hua Nguyen
Krisha Mae Nisperos
Narine Rita Noppakovat
Wendy Olivar Neri
Jaime Junior Paz II
Thien Phan
Alonzo Ramirez
Maria Alena Ramirez
Isabel Mickey Ramos
Kyle Stephan Riner
Brooklin Joy Risser
Nico Butlay Robiniol
Eric Carl Rodriguez
Hector Rojas-Luna
Hassaballa H. Salim
Meera Lactoanen Santos
Mohammad Sarwary
Jasmine Kaur Sidhu

Ishkaran Singh
Michael A. Siyoum
William Marion Stewart III
Touba Suwaneh
Vitosonmonorum Thai
Michael Tran
Minh Duy Tran
Thuy Ai P. Tran
Kien Thanh Truong
Joseph Ray Umphenour
Joshua William Valenzuela
Jacob Robert Vermillion
Kevin Tu Vo
Gabriel Sean Warner
Hensley K. Wint
Candida Winterton
Andy Wong
Xiangyu Wu
Christina Yamat
Dawei Zhao
Zhenhai Zheng
Zhentao Zheng

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Mohamad Samir Basmeh
Sebastian Tran Anh Eguiguren
Pavel Vitalyevich Gavrilovskiy
Ashvin Giri
Quoc Ngoc Huynh
Nate Gerald Kaser
Tayber James McMullen
Gerson Nino Mendu
Denis Nino Patafi
Ryan Karsten Sandvik
Jace William Shirreff
Cody John Smith
Thomas Theodore Truitt
Colton Pearce Urevig
Paris Madison Weber
Edward Cirera Yvarra

SCHOOL OF INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS AND SCIENCES

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN
AMERICAN STUDIES
Hayley Eakins
Clayton David Hassell

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN
ARTS, MEDIA AND CULTURE
NaeAna Cruz Aguon
Rachael Nicole Albrecht
Mariama Abdinasir Ali
Destinee Dominique Allen
Ayat Muhsan Al-Musawi
Jada Jenise Arnold
Conner Joseph Beuning
Isabella E. Blackburn
Kiarra Yaneth Marie
Blakely-Russell
Marjorie Andaya Briones
Julia Marin Coe
Asante K. Hayes
Kyla Jade Michelle Hudson
Abdirisak Ahmed Husseyn
Rahma Safia Khan
Chloe Lovell
Daryl Ryan Olea Lucero
Asya J. Mackey
Quintin Reid Mattson-Hayward
Evelyn Mendoza
Riley Mitchell

Allen Samuel Morishima-Nelson
Yacine Ndao Ndiaye
Kaylynn Kieu Nguyen
Thong Van Nguyen
Mai Linh Marie Olmstead
Melanie Libertario Redulla
Xavier Robinson
Rylee Sehmel
Carolina Semenchuk
Jordan Marie Warren
Leshan Zhang

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN
COMMUNICATION
Mohamed Abdullahi
Azra Agic
Adan A. Ahmed
Roanne Isablan Atalig
Armando Alvarez
Andrea M. Bob
Ethan Lawrence Bobanick
Leah Eileen Bovey
Kevin Lee Cash
Samantha Collins
Isaac Vidal Cornejo
Jeremy Huy Dao
Jacob Louis Deacon
Octavio Diaz Salas
Taylor Patrick Elligsen
Thomas Fessehai

Alyssa Foglio
Colby Fosdeck
Azja Solaire French
Alexis Ann Garcia
Jasneet Kaur Gill
Genesis Gonzalez
Alexander Grajeda
Alyssa Breanna Hanes
Abdirahman Hassan
Jadin Hawkins
Elijah J. Henry
Lara Brianna Henry
Jarvis Donte Hodges
Madison Blu’an Huffman
Mckyah Lei Quinene Igros
Kealoha Rose Mesa Iosefo
Malik Jones
Maria Daryn Joseph
Austin Kerr
Tyler Kramer
Dana Lau
Ricky H. Lee
Muranga Maina
John Taylor Matthews
Quintin Reid Mattson-Hayward
Hunter McCann
Jason McLaughlin
Marissa Morris
Ashley Nguyen
Lynne Thuy Nguyen

O National Society for Leadership & Success - Sigma Alpha Pi ᵀ Double degree earned
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ECONOMICS AND POLICY ANALYSIS
Bryan Lewis
Karen Lin
Kiprianna P. Lutu

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
Alpha Phi Sigma National Criminal Justice Honor Society, UW Tacoma Chapter IIBII
Dane Gainey
Trevor Helgeson ♦
Madeline Lee Hiller ♦
Joseph La Spina
Darian Nathaniel Noll
Noah Roland
Kelsey Deirdre Simpson
Joseph Vickers
Bailey Wambold ♦

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ETHNIC, GENDER AND LABOR STUDIES
Nafiso Amin Bakar
Alexis Ballardo
Rebecca L. Brown
Shelby Cross-Faded

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN GLOBAL STUDIES
Hannah L. Darms
Stefan Louiswen Grynowski
Rebecca L. Jimenez Harden
Jasmine Rianna Julian
Cheng Yang Lee
Paul Allen Kealoha O Kalan
Louis Soares
Hongying Neubauer
Serif Terziler

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN HISTORY
† History Honors
Colton Abbey †
Brody Paul Arbon
Christian Ramon Berrios
Rachel A. Campbell
Kyle S. Christy ♦
Quinn Patrick James Cole †
Jeffrey C. Derouen
Nathaniel Edge
Sarah Sayaka Hirai
Katharina Helen Hospenthal ♦
Madison Humfleet
CJ Kisky ♦
Anthony Krejci ♦
Sara Metz ♦
Kyle Taro Miyazono
Sarah Moody †
Kaitlyn Moss
Lexa Nave
Faith Elizabeth Olsen
Gabrielle Quinnett
Guadalupe Emanuel
Ramos-Orozco
Arni Lee Reunanen
Nicholas Joseph Spoto
Riley Thomas Stanwood ♦
James Sweeney ♦
Nickolas Timko-Wilsey
Marlyn Toves Valdanbrini
Oryan Gabriel Cooper
Widdowski
Richard Alexander Zerbe †

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS AND SCIENCES
Aisha Abdi Ali
Soña Le Antich
Angelique Carisia Berdecia
Jai’Shon Berry
William Blakey ♦
Marnie Marie Bolen
Katie N. Cao
Christopher H. Chang
Sarah Clemente
Malia-Blossom Malulani
Tabanera Cruz
Kimberly Ann Cushner
Aman Dahiya
Mustafa Farah
Maria Fernanda Gracida Ramirez
Benjamin Harris
Sarah Sayaka Hirai
Rory Jacobs
Kristen Anne Kelly
Amber Michelle Kreier
Samuel Dabalos McMahon
Damiyi Miles
Sagal A. Mohamed
Akina E. Nishikawa
Davanna Stewart
Olivia Mae Turner
Jazlin Tye

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN LAW AND POLICY
Ali Hassan Habib Al-Alousee
Narjes Hassan Habib Al-Alousee
Teresa Arciniega Ruiz
Komal K. Bhullar
Lucas Crosby Byram ♦
Shelby Nykia Cobb
Jake Riley Detert
Stephanie Ros Llanora Esteban ♦
Amber Louise Gajadhar
Madilyn Louise Graverd
Carolina Guzman
Brooklyn Darling Jay
Joshua Daniel Jay-Hayes
Gary Lynn Johnson
Corissa Rene Jones
Kyle K. Jones
Jasmine Kaur
Mallory Elizabeth King
Lila LaCross-Lambert
Candace Victoria Lee ♦
Emily Lyons ♦
Harrah Marcelo
Madison Noel McVaugh
Brent Elise Michaud
Arron R. Mitchell
Vianey Molina Mendoza
Jennifer Molina-Mendoza
Gabriella Morris
Sabre’ Jasmine Ockimey
Desiree Shocks
Khalid Sirad
Samantha June Smith
Heiland Darlene Snapp
Dalton James Stephens
Lynette Thompson
Adrian Michael Tirtu
Isabella Angelie Valdez
Nicole Zoubkov

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN
POLITICS, PHILOSOPHY
AND ECONOMICS
* Politics, Philosophy and Economics Honors
Ekram Abdi
Chloe Nicole Arranza
Mason Sturgis Bert
Jabarti Ismail Beynah
Alexa Christie *
Yunweihe Deng
Brandon Dobbert
Amelia Isabel Escobedo
Johara Ahmed Farah
Mark Ian Henderson *
Elijah J. Henry
Manjot Hundal
Mahamed Abdi Jama
Kecia Nickole Johnson *
Jan James Laplana Johnston *
Robert Koochagian
Cassius Dale Ladenburg
Faven MacInnis *
Jant Meh
Juston Patrick Miller
Nasteho Abdiaziz Mohamed
Brian Quoc Ngo
Ruth Ogden *
Donovan J. Oldham *
Ian Jayne Dayao Pallasigui
Dylan Paust
Ubel Adrian Perez
Guadalupe Emanuel
Ramos-Orozco
Jaspreet Singh
Alexander Son
Richard Spruel III *
Chance River Stratton
Evie Richard Thomas
Zaryiah Veselic
Chao Wang
Parker Mallory Whalen

Saleem Rashaad Williams
Kacey Rebecca Wilton
Matthew Zavala
Saijun Zhuge

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN
PSYCHOLOGY
* Psi Chi, the International Honor Society in Psychology
Tasneem Bisher Abdullah
Shelby Lynn Adams
Madeline Aguirre
Lachanel C. Alexander *
Lul Ali
Suleqa Ali
Melak Al-Zubaidi
Jhowelyn Valdez Aquino
Andrea Lynn Archambault
Jaylynn Chantel Arnold
Cristal Asencio De Leon
Malina D. Bailey
Marissah Maria Banuelos
Julie L. Barker *
Justin Lee Barnard
Anahi Bejar-Saucedo
Noah Lee Berry †
Christopher Bevan
Nicole Marie Bidwell
Marjorie Renee Biscarret
Silpi Bista
Rachel Lee Black
Leanne Alicia Bocking
Gabrielle Nadine’Caroline Brandt
Hannah Dee Brown
Alexandra Buitrón
Hannah Grace Callen
Maleah Joy Campbell *
Mercedez Destiny Campos
Zane Caplan
Colby D. Charbonnet
Lauryn Shanel Chavez-Sprenger
Emma Amber Choudhary
Whitney Lee Cohoon *
Jeletsa Cuadra *
Aleah Nicole Curtis * *
Angel Dailey ‡
Cherry Daugherty
Allysa Audrey Dauron *
Jasmine Delphin
Marta Juanita Delgadillo
Elena Dickinson
Jessica K. Doad
Yvette Donde *
Xiomara Imelda Duarte Zamora
Gabriella Maria Amadea Dwidjaya
Jeremiah Edwards
Mohamed Ibrahim Ege *
Daweishia Briana Ellison *
Elaina Falesitu Evans *
Madison Taylor Fehrenbacher
Maike Stefanie Fleites
Carlton Ian Flowers
Elizabeth Jo Franklin
Annalisa Lopez Gabis
Karen Adriana Garcia Echeverria
Alyson Renea Gill
Amneet Kaur Gill
Justin Ginther *
Britney Gitonga
Kimberly Gomez
Shelby Celeste Selah Gordon
Sam Gorrell
Deja Chanel Green
Tanner Grewell
Malia Jiang Grigware
Natalye Guzman
C’rea Legier Monique Hall
Lexy Brieane Hansen
Emily Kay Harris *
Najma Hassan *
Grace Hewitt *
Tu Anh Hoang
Lane John Matthew Holland
Katelyn Mackenzie Hubbard
Cassie Hukkeri
Blair Morehead Hulteen
Alissa Humbert
Anela Keoka Hutchison
Shelby Nicole Inouye
Kyle Lawrence Johnson
Mechala M. Jones
Navdeep Kaur
Chahinez Meriam Kechouane
Joshua Hong Kim
Leanne Marie Koll
Sydney Oleta Kosowsky
Pui Hei Kwok
Jasmine Lamoureux
Marykate Bersamira Laureta
Hailey Jean Ahn Lawson
Irene Tran Le
Victoria Lee
Christian Lemus
Jessica Arleth Lemus Rodriguez *
Josefina Leon-Sanchez
Ashley C. Letona
Tatum Nichole Lombardi
Taya Luchini
Lexy Luna
Jacob Ryan Lunsford
Kylen Mallek
Sitazia Shatell Martin
Kimberly Martinez
Alexandra McConnell
Sarah Marie McEdwards

☼ National Society for Leadership & Success - Sigma Alpha Pi
‡ Double degree earned
Renée McIntosh
Annabeth Meisel
Ana Karen Mendez Leon
Rudy Rosario Mendoza Bautista
Gabrielle Rose Miller
Tamera Christina-Lynn Miller
Zeann Timothy Viloria Miller
Ethan John Mitchell
Ali K. Mohamed
Amran Mohamed
Anthony Mora
Chelsie Breann Morgan
Ashley Marie Mortensen
Sumeya Muse
Myla Analise Myers
Nam Nguyen
Lisa Noel
Shawnda F. O’Brien-Noone
Brenda Sochetha Nov
Myrka Sol Orellana
Boris Owens
Francis Bri Patterson
Bailey Alexandra Peizer
Janessa Elaine Pihl
Devin Clint Susano Quiton
Michelle Reynolds
Gabriella Rojas
Gabriela Evangelista Romero
Kaylyn Ruff
Katerina Rzhiskiy
Lynard Harold Salmon
John Frederick Salmon IV
Jacqueline Jeannette Sanchez
Paige Sanchez
Kyle Sanders
Jay Schmucker
Hannah Shea
Charles William Sherrod
Teiya Mali Shimomura
Ariabe Y. Silva
Nestor Silvestre
Katelyn Simmons
Tristan Edward Smalley
Cynthia Cenere Smith
Sara Elizabeth Smith
Slater Christian Sorensen
Alissa L. Sorger
Jake Wayne Stroud
William Allen Stroup
Hailey Ray Surma
Kelonne C. Sutton
Jessica Taft
Kecon Lamar Tate II
Rodas Goitom Tesfom
Austyn J. H. Thorsen
Kayla Ann Marie Thurston
Charlie Tran
Grace Lynn Trussell

Kyle Vanmeter
Francisco Javier Vargas
Victor Vazquez-Gutierrez
Julie Ann Venezio
Ashlynn Ann Verhaaren
Megan Rose-Marie Voss
Tiffany Vu
Ridemta M. Vutangi
Chun Wang
Gerry Weir
Olivia Maxine Whitmarsh
Veronica Wilson
Felicia M. Windsor
Olivia Loie Wittman
Deven Patrick Wolfe
Dashiel Wood
Grace Worsley
Angelica Natividad
Minkavage Yturralde
Nicolle D. Yazguirre
Chandra Zarapkar
Emery Zecchino

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SPANISH LANGUAGE AND CULTURES
Nadia Garcia Garcia
Natalye Guzman
Kylie Shaye Koeller
Jennifer Valencia

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN WRITING STUDIES
Emilia Grace Bell
Beatrice Rebecah Lepha Benson
Dillon Brank
Evan Farrow Brank
Octavia Braxton
Matthew Aaron Cannelora
Sheldon Patrick Etibe
Ashley Fahey
Michael Allen Gant
Jamie J. Han
Sarah Sayaka Hirai
Kassandra Jones
Pamela Juarez
Marissa Kelly
Holly M. Lake
Angel Nambooz
Isabella Rena Pettis-Infante
Julia Sue Pittman
Candy Kane Santos
Michael Kevin Shirley
Scott Smriga
Spencer Walker Townsend
Cindy Thi Vo
Michelle Nguyen Vu
Koko T. Woods

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
Ariyana Marie Abando
Oliviamae Arend Abplanalp
Jennifer Alfaro
Ayat Alkadban
Lauren Alexandria Al-kire-Kaus
Emily Lynn Andrews
Arevik Cindy Aprikian
Clarissia Baxley
Matthew R. Beck
Haley Renee Berry
Simran Kaur Bhuller
William Joel Brown
Kobe Austin Bryant
Sarah Anne Card
Cris Irene Carter Wright
Lyam Garrett Cayabyab
Angelina Che
Shaneese Tiara Clark
Carina Isabella Coalman
Jamie Anne Dahan
Angel Dailey
Kira Deloney
Katrina Danielle Dolan
Jashikran K. Dulai
Layla Eatherly
Madison Nicole Elderkin
Madeline Georgine Emerson
Jhovana Escamilla
Roman Fihurskyy
Matthew Fisher
Bailey Marie Frank
Sarah Fulton
Jacob Geer
David Genriech
Elizabeth Gray
Meagan Joel Hood
Yen-Po Huang
Degan A. Hussein
Brandon Phong Huynh
Hamse Ibrahim Igge
Aisha Isse
Sahra Abdrahaman Jama
Reet Kaur Jhajj
Gina Marie Jones
Chana Rachel Josephson
Aditya Joshi
Arundeepr Kaur
Jasmeen Kaur
Navjot Kaur
Najot Sheblyi Kedir
Brendan Michael Kortjohn
Julie Thuy Lam
Hannia A. Larino Silva
Sarah Kiden Latiju-Wilson
Nyah Alindayu Laureta
Tiantian Li
Allen Robert Luu
Henry Emiliano Maldonado ☥
Zoe Evelyn Mamula
Kyle Mark Marshall
Jessica Marion McAllister
Taylor McNees
Alisha Miranda Miller
Malvina Mpiga Essanga
Gabriel Mykland
Litesh Narayan
Jonah Grant Nguyen
Son Nguyen
Tram Thi Quynh Nguyen
Leizllyn Nicolas
Kayla Neko
Azaria Arianna Nyamekye
Jonathan Ohashi
Fernando Arturo Palomera-Rubio
Jasleen Kaur Pamma
Alexandrea Alindayu Pascua ☥
Nicole Petersen ☥
Elizabeth Petrescu
Fanisha Tamuel Pinckney-Hayes
Emily Ann Price
Victoria Jayne Puryear
Angel Crystal Hem Reddy
Satinder Kaur Rehal
Shania Kealoha Bualuay Remal ☥
Anika Cyan Rith
Gurneet Kaur Samra
Ruby Kaur Sandhu
Ana Sargarovschi
Jillian Kay Sheppard ☥
Harman Shergill
Preston Daniel Smith
Jacqualynne Smythe
Karynna Angela Solier
Karyssa Victoria Solier
Jenna Rayne Swetz
Yvette Tadeo
Yirgalem Fesehaye Tekeste
Olivia Thompson
Daniel James Tolas
Fernanda Torres
Duy Tran
Alexandra Valdivia
Erika Vasquez
Ann Vu
Emmanuel P. Vululleh
Ethan James Wells ☥
Jamyahn Alexis-Michelle White
Mindy Elise Yates
Ushna Zulfiqar

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
Zoe Rachelle Asquith
Cameron L. Averden ☥
Marlee Lyn Brown
Victoria Eloina Chavez
Heaven Nina Denham
Sade Marie Dupuis
Megan Garcia
Hayley C. Hartman ☥
Kaitlyn Jordan
Alyssa Joseph
Sara Veronica Juarez-Orozco
Neal Ryan Langeberg
Kirsti Lipphardt ☥
Benjamin Looney
Kiera Katherine McDowell ☥
Tai Thai Nguyen
Kyrstin Onaga
Sydney I. Ouhl ☥
Kasey L. Sadler ☥
Amber Rose Smith
Quan L. Ta
Nathaniel Torres ☥
Timothy Ryan Wahlstrom
Jerallee A. Yang

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS
Noah Lee Berry ‡
Francis Carlos
Raine Yi-Mei Chrysostom
Devrin Chen-Sorasith
Chuallandana
Adriana Balie Culver ☥
Jaylene Concepcion Delgado ☥
Phillip Dontje
Isaiah Fontenot
Enzel Vincent Hiquiana ☥
Xuanlin Liu ☥
Haipeng Lu
Warsame Mead
McCain Thomas Isaiah Olson
Charlize Leliani Renderos
Megan E. Richardson
Scott Singer
Hillari Snelson
Joseph L. Sullivan
Madeline Van Cleave
Chenkai Wang
Mahtoska Weathers
Yoshihiro G. Yagi
Xianxiang Yin
Justinn Zamora

MILGARD SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

◊ Beta Gamma Sigma International Honor Society (Business)

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION ACCOUNTING
Andrew A. Adams
Neven Hadi Aref
Khin Yuya Aung
Joanna Batara
Muhammad Haseeb Bhatti ☥
Ryan Patrick Brownell
Evan Campbell ☥
Mei Qing Chen ☥
Jongdae Choi

Vonda Chomthananat ☥
Eudora Chichetaram Eronini ☥
Kathleen Jean T. Fredrickson
Noah Christian Gango
Navdeep Singh Gill
Jazmin Gonzalez
Nathan Haueter ☥
James Heinichen
Madalyne Noel Henderson
Althea Ignacio ☥
Carson Lee Iverson
Kendra Alexis Iverson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING
Aaron Jensen ☥
Grace Elizabeth Jiminez
Morgan Kirkpatrick ☥
Kyle Lau
Thi Le ☥
Emily Lim
Prabhreet Kaur Mahal
Windell Matunan
Martin Enrique Morales
Hikari Motoishi
Steven John Muller
Benjamin Thanh Nguyen

‡ Double degree earned

◊ National Society for Leadership & Success - Sigma Alpha Pi
Ngoc Thuy Tien Nguyen
Mollie J. Nirschl ♦
Miriam Ojeda-Guillermo
Bharnett Osawaru
Nam Phan
Vita Pilipchuk
Violetta Plyushko
Linh Thi Anh Quach
Hanyoul Arthur Ro
Francisco Alfonso Rodriguez
Emmanuel Romero-Dominguez
Sayed Asim Sadat ♦
Aydarus H. Saleban
Franz Sundiam Sarmiento
Jared Michael Schiefer ♦
Cade G. Smith
Mark Anthony Solis
Yanwen Sun
Myroslava Taraniuk
Filmon Van Lian Thawng
Meili Ann Thornton ♦
Sara Catherine Todd ♦
Carter Chuong Van ♦
Matthew Scott Williams
Kalyn Danae Wilson ♦
Bana Mehari Woldu ♦
Xi Yang
Oksana Zabashta
Cheng Zeng ♦
Kara Phanwadee Zollner ♦

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Natnael Ablelome
Mohamed Abdulkarim Ahmed
Ashley Leann Blackwell
Samuel David Borne
Michelle Terri Brickner ♦
Salese Clark ♦
Lilly Craig
Noelle Madison Crawford
Mark Sheridan Delyea
Delaina Lee Dobias
Meagan Elizabeth Dyer ♦
Brandon Cordell Edwards
Franklin Lee Evans
George Evans
Ashley Fahey ♦
James Anthony Fulcher
Grant Galaviz
Vattana Garcia
Ian Robert James Harpster
Nathan Jacob Hipple
Pei-Chi Hung
Chance Johnson
Alexis L. Jones
Daniel Juarez
Kirnpreet Kaur
Griffin Douglas McLeod ♦
Abdulmalik Abshir Mohamud
David Issac Moore ♦
Devin Anthony Neal
Haley Nguyen
Sean Noronha
Christine Jade Panis
Madeline Alice Pennington
Mason Dominic Perotti
Katrina Pj Rivera Cruz
Luis Robles
Skyler Roehr
Matthew Manuel Scott
Shivani Bhatt Sharma ♦
Nathalie Singh ♦
Camille Pamela Slagle
Richard Souza
Paul Stanley ♦
Kalle Steffen
William Paul Steinman
Jaxon Taisey ♦
James Michael Thompson ♦
Navneet K. Toor
Ahmed Wafai
Xander Thomas-David Waits
Alexandria Marie Walter ♦
Kenian Weng
Yanique Wright
Zhiyi Zhang

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION FINANCE

Jared Kai Allred
Hesham Abdulatef A. Alshehri
Nikita Anistratenko
Georgia Antonio
Fadi Hani Awad ♦
Myroslava Balko
Owen Edward Berg
Alexander Crichton Boyer
Dylan Briggs
Philip V. Bystrika
Parker Micheal Cacatian
Acacia Alexis Caywood
Mijung Kim Chastain
Jessica Chen
Massogona Cisse
Tony Cuevas
Nigel Mohamed El-Sokkary ♦
Omaira Nayeli Garcia
Johnathan Gerardo ♦
Derek Gieng ♦
Jacob Dillon Hassing
John Isaac Hays
Kierra Hilton ♦
Adrian D’Jon Holloway
Taylor Huynh
Ossama Hyder ♦
Robert Stephen Ingle
Adam Samier Ismaiel
Alexander Jeffrey Jiang
Kai Kang ♦
Gurleen Kaur
Nolan Alexander Kohler ♦
Isaiah Reza Ladbon
Dakota Walton Lee
Yen Ting Liu
Emilio Lawrence Mancol
Farhad Mangal
Carson McCaughey
Daniel Meraz-Hernandez
Chase Lawrence Miller
Chi-Pheng Mit
Matthew Jack Anthony Modie ♦
Oyunerdene Myagmarsuren
Dennis D. Nguyen
Jessica Nguyen
Matthew Thiên Nguyen
Hajara Omar
David A. Savidia
Harnoor Singh
Prabh Anmol Singh
Desmond Stevenson ♦
Sean M. Tarleton
Grace Elizabeth May Tembreull
Bamlak Tilahun
Valeriya Topova
Eliza Julia Tovgaoev
Kyle Vongkhamchanh
Leonardo Yi ♦

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION MANAGEMENT

Umkulthom Abdullah
Barby Ornada Arquiza ♦
Jeidi Cristal Avelino
Christian Backman
Anjly Kallia Bencomo Singh
Eric Yee Chen ♦
Tini Cheung
Caleb Jackson Crane
Joseph Alexander Crest
Taphjot Singh Dhillon
Douglas Alexander Dishman
Melvin Mcdoouglas Dunbar III
Laura Sarai Edmundson ♦
Annalyynn Fain ♦
Shienna Ann Carreon Gatmaitan ♦
Mary Rose Gilmore
Isaac Spencer Goin
Cesar E. Gonzalez
Joseph Lawrence Gramling
SCHOOL OF NURSING & HEALTHCARE LEADERSHIP

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN
HEALTHCARE LEADERSHIP
Zeinab Ali
Anette Esmeralda Bejarano-Arias
Matt Bissell
Nicolette S. Cambruzzi
Sophally Chan
Xintong Chen
Lesley Contreras Barragan
Safia Farah
Jacqueline Ashley Franco
Saima Ghafoor
Joanna Marie H. Hullum
Adilene Jaime-Eustaquio
Celina Le
Tien Lao Hughes
Jordina Marie Marshall
Dhafre Mohamed
Sheree M. Murray
Sonia Nayemi
Lilian E. Orellana
Suhr Rashid
Carlos Robles
Yaasmeen Salim
Roanne Marie Santos Sonza
Declan Andrew Banner Spencer
Leon Trac
Melissa Vazquez
Vanny Williams
Racquel Tolentino Yumang

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
NURSING
* Sigma Theta Tau International Honor Society of Nursing F Chapter-at-Large
Yacob M. Abebe
Anar Aktaash
Celestial Camille
Allain-Pendergrass
Rebecca Araya
Joanne May Julaton Armer
Abiy Belay Assen
Vivian C. Babcock
Emma Ann Barnes
Heather Marie Bateman
Jenna Berglund
Mckinzie Bernholt
Kristina Diane Blunt
Vanh Bounthong
Mari Bradley
Sara Joanne Brown
Sophia Brownie-Jarvis
Susan Queen Keshi Buffo
Christopher Stone Burkart
Karim Alonso Carrillo Crespo
Mason Ray Carter
Elton Chau
Jessica Choi
Mandy Chow
Maria Yolanda Contreras
Debra Lynne Converse
Amber Cox
Megan Crouch
Susana Isabel Delgadillo
Aguas Hannon
Nardoes T. Desta
Danielle M. Divinagracia
Mason L. Echeverria
Olivia Grace Esparza
Jennifer Fletcher
Marcus Aquino Flores
Destiny Fullmer
Senait Ghebreab
Sophia Gonzales
Alexandra Maureen Gorman
Juliet Muiruri Harris
Kaila Faye Hobson

DOUBLE DEGREE EARNED

National Society for Leadership & Success - Sigma Alpha Pi
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK & CRIMINAL JUSTICE

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Alpha Phi Sigma National Criminal Justice Honor Society, UW Tacoma Chapter ΠΒΠ

Aaryn Armstrong
Aaliyah Jo-Lynn Jackman Bains
Ahmad Bilal
Alex Christopher Barnes
Stephanie Marianna Barrios Cruz
Cailyn Moon Marie Baxter-Quinlan
Rachel Lee Black
Tanyel Imani Brooks
Jennifer Lesley Burkdoll
Minwoo Cho
Kaylee Ann Corcoran
Laura Cortez
Alysse Marie Daniels
Hesham Dannoun
Stacy Diaz Gonzalez
Christie Ann Dixon Jones
Robert Brian Donald
Kali Alexi Drummonds
Kimberly A. Ellefson
Jaylene Gales
Jasmine Rose Griffin
Madiisen Rey Grosrup
Madyson L. Hardy
Abdelsalam Hassan Mahamat
Alton Hodges Jr.
Paige Hoskins

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SOCIAL WELFARE
Phi Alpha Honor Society, UW Tacoma ΞΠ Chapter (Social Work)

Abdullahi Abucar
Chernor Hamidu Bah
Nyabuony K. Bol
Jessica S. Calalay
Jade M. Castillo-Vega
Vanessa Colmenares
Jessica A. Glidewell
Sarah Gonderman
Cristina Gorak
Milana Taylor Gray
Jeffrey Thomas Helsel
Carlos Hernandez
Meghan Elizabeth Hoey
Farah Ibrahim Igge
Sandra Ingram
Michelle Flores Jenkins
Isabel Lucia Kennedy
Peyton Koski
Skylar Kelley Lewis
Samantha Lynn Logston
Gina Mickle
Aidan Mills
Danyelle Denise Neumann
Kylie Jane Newcomer

Deanna Steen
Angelic Grotem
Meron Goitet Tesfom
Jenny Thach
Sandy Thach
Treva Socorro Thomas
Claire Jeannette Thorstad
Cham T. Truong
Monica Villa
Amy Marie Wakatake
Jonathan S. Walter
Maru Tegegne Wassie
Jordan Marie Westerman
Sierra Elisia White
Xinyu Wu
Princess Danica Godoy Yanos
Rokhila Yokubova
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kiana Podratz</td>
<td>Michelle Diane Richardson</td>
<td>Waylon Starr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Florencia Portillo</td>
<td>Manuela Schneider</td>
<td>Yiting Tan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David J. Portugal</td>
<td>Zoey Lynn Scott</td>
<td>Caitlyn Trexler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naomi R. Priester</td>
<td>Dustin Roy Shofstall</td>
<td>Maranda Ward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Queja</td>
<td>Stephanie Nicole Shorkey</td>
<td>Arianne Giselle Wilcox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elba R. Quijano-Hernandez</td>
<td>Sunarey Sisovan</td>
<td>Mia Wright</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SCHOOL OF URBAN STUDIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BACHELOR OF ARTS IN</td>
<td>BACHELOR OF ARTS IN</td>
<td>BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUSTAINABLE URBAN</td>
<td>URBAN STUDIES</td>
<td>URBAN DESIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEVELOPMENT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Bennett</td>
<td>Titan Christopher Allen</td>
<td>Asia Ahmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean Matthew Burton</td>
<td>Quinten Barlow</td>
<td>Abdul Farid Amath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Rae Costin</td>
<td>William Bennett</td>
<td>Kristin Anne Bauer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joe Thomas Finn</td>
<td>Valentino Gomez Bernal</td>
<td>Esther H. Choi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natasha Felice Kolostyak</td>
<td>Sean Graves</td>
<td>Brian Oh Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carmen Belen Parra-Johnson</td>
<td>John Leonard Hartzell IV</td>
<td>Ivan Alejandro Lievanos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garet Richard Radovich</td>
<td>Daniel J. Lee</td>
<td>†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica Staples Salazar</td>
<td>Ivan Alejandro Lievanos</td>
<td>Dania Mkhamer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha June Smith</td>
<td>Benjamin Robert Radley</td>
<td>Amran Mohamed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Thomson</td>
<td>Brian Rodriguez</td>
<td>†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maja Lee Silvia</td>
<td>Jane Tran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jackson Wright</td>
<td>†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ashley Young</td>
<td>Behrang Zandi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yingchong Zhen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‡ Double degree earned

National Society for Leadership & Success - Sigma Alpha Pi
**Academic Honors**

Official honors are awarded to undergraduates once final credit and grade point requirements are met and posted to transcripts.

---

**Baccalaureate Honors**

Baccalaureate honors are awarded upon graduation to undergraduates earning their first bachelor's degree with a minimum of 90 UW credits. Summa Cum Laude recognizes the top 0.5% of the program, Magna Cum Laude is the next 3% and Cum Laude is the next 6.5%. Graduates who have earned baccalaureate honors wear a gold honor cord.

### Summa Cum Laude

- Ayat Alkadban, Biomedical Sciences
- Julie L. Barker, Psychology
- Jason Hyunghee Choi, Information Technology
- Razvan Constantinescu, Computer Science
- James R. Deal, Computer Science
- Nathan Haueter, Accounting
- Meagan Joel Hood, Biomedical Sciences
- Gina Marie Jones, Social Welfare

### Magna Cum Laude

- Colton Abbey, History
- Marissah Maria Banuelos, Psychology
- Gabe J. Bryan, Computer Science
- Nicole S. Cambruzzi, Healthcare Leadership
- Lauryn Shaneh Chavez-Sprenger, Psychology
- Richard Xiang Chou, Computer Engineering
- Codi Hui-Yee LL Chun, Computer Science
- Carmina Ong Cruz, Computer Science
- Malia-Blossom Malulani Tabanera Cruz, Interdisciplinary Arts and Sciences
- Preet Kaur Dhillon, Information Technology
- Andrew Dibble, Computer Science
- Andrew Downey, Computer Science
- Chloe Duncan, Computer Science
- Daniil D. Filenko, Computer Science
- Matthew Fisher, Biomedical Sciences
- Elizabeth Jo Franklin, Psychology
- Justin Goding, Computer Science
- Shelby Celeste Selah Gordon, Psychology
- Thomas Halford, Electrical Engineering
- Christopher Henderson, Computer Science
- Gia Bao Huu Huynh, Computer Science
- Shelby Nicole Inouye, Psychology
- Brooklyn Darling Jay, Law and Policy
- Deandra L. Johnson, Criminal Justice
- Arundeep Kaur, Biomedical Sciences
- Abdullahi Abdi Mahdi, Electrical Engineering
- Dustin Roy Shofstall, Social Welfare
- Scott Singer, Mathematics
- Samuel Solis Jr., Social Welfare
- Edwin Solis-Bruno, Computer Science
- Meili Ann Thornton, Accounting
- Kalyn Danae Wilson, Accounting
- Mia Wright, Social Welfare

---

### Corissa Rene Jones, Law and Policy

- Nolan Alexander Kohler, Finance
- Thi Le, Accounting
- Lexy Luna, Psychology
- Madison Noel McVaugh, Law and Policy
- Gabriel Mykland, Biomedical Sciences
- Jasper Newkirk, Computer Science
- Anthony Quoc Nguyen, Computer Science
- Nhi Nguyen, Electrical Engineering
- Shawnda F. O'Briant-Noone, Psychology
- Allison Patten, Communication
- David Sergeyevich Pavenko, Electrical Engineering
- Isabella Rena Pettis-Infante, Writing Studies
- Katerina Rzhisikiy, Psychology
- Samantha June Smith, Law and Policy; Sustainable Urban Development
- Scott Smriga, Writing Studies
- Paul Stanley, Business Administration
- Touba Suwaneh, Information Technology
- Qinyu Tao, Computer Science
- Julie Ann Venezie, Psychology
- Joseph Vickers, Environmental Sustainability
- Bailey Wambold, Environmental Sustainability
- Olivia Maxine Whitmarsh, Psychology
- Richard Alexander Zerbe, History
Cum Laude

Zoe Rachelle Asquith, Environmental Science
Emily Au, Information Technology
Kristin Anne Bauer, Urban Design
Emilia Grace Bell, Writing Studies
Yacine Bennour, Computer Science
Muhammad Haseeb Bhatti, Accounting
Nicole Marie Bidwell, Psychology
Michelle Terri Brickner, Business Administration
Evan Campbell, Accounting
Matthew Aaron Cannelora, Writing Studies
Anthony Jivan Carrillo, Computer Science
Mei Qing Chen, Accounting
Xintong Chen, Healthcare Leadership
Tini Cheung, Management
Tiffany L. Chung, Information Technology
Carina Isabella Coalman, Biomedical Sciences
Alexandra Rae Costin, Sustainable Urban Development
Nicholas Ernesto Curwood, Computer Science
Allysa Audrey Dauron, Psychology
Kira Deloney, Biomedical Sciences
Roop Kaur Dhillon, Information Technology
Delaina Lee Dobiash, Business Administration
Laura Sarai Edmundson, Management
Kimberly A. Ellefson, Criminal Justice
Elaina Falefitu Evans, Psychology
Franklin Lee Evans, Business Administration
Justin Ginther, Psychology
Joseph Kenneth Hatzinikolis, Information Technology
Yin Yu Hsiao, Information Technology
Katelyn Mackenzie Hubbard, Psychology
Blair Morehead Hulteen, Psychology
Althea Ignacio, Accounting
Zac Inman, Computer Engineering
Alexander Jeffrey Jiang, Finance
Kecia Nickole Johnson, Politics, Philosophy and Economics
Kai Kang, Finance
Jason Kao, Information Technology
Vika Jessica Kulish, Marketing
Shayla Marie Lamps, Criminal Justice
Khoi-Viet Cong Le, Computer Science
Yudong Lin, Computer Science
Tien Luu Hughes, Healthcare Leadership
Maria Natividad Magaña Damian, Information Technology
Sara Metz, History
Christopher Meyer, Management
Tamera Christina-Lynn Miller, Psychology
Arron R. Mitchell, Law and Policy
Joseph John Wayne Monaco V, Information Technology
Gabriella Morris, Law and Policy
Sumeya Muse, Psychology
Jordan Mutamba, Information Technology
Brian Quoc Ngo, Politics, Philosophy and Economics
Son Nguyen, Biomedical Sciences
Krisha Mae Nisperos, Information Technology
Ruth Ogden, Politics, Philosophy and Economics
Jonathan Ohashi, Biomedical Sciences
Miriam Ojeda-Guillermo, Accounting
Jaime Junior Paz II, Information Technology
Bailey Alexandra Peizer, Psychology
Jenessa Elaine Pihl, Psychology
Vita Pilipchuk, Accounting
David J. Portugal, Social Welfare
Gabrielle Quinnett, History
Angel Crystal Hem Reddy, Biomedical Sciences
Megan E. Richardson, Mathematics
Hanyoul Arthur Ro, Accounting
Xavier Robinson, Arts, Media and Culture
Gabriela Evangelista Romero, Psychology
Yaasmeen Salim, Healthcare Leadership
Jared Michael Schiefer, Accounting
Michael Kevin Shirley, Writing Studies
Amber Rose Smith, Environmental Science
Hillari Snelson, Mathematics
Chance River Stratton, Politics, Philosophy and Economics
Jenna Rayne Swetz, Biomedical Sciences
Jaxon Taisey, Business Administration
Valeriya Topova, Finance
Kien Thanh Truong, Information Technology
Grace Lynn Trussell, Psychology
Mario Vidal Hernandez, Computer Science
Michelle Nguyen Vu, Writing Studies
Vanny Williams, Healthcare Leadership
Olivia Loie Wittman, Psychology
Christina Yamat, Information Technology
Angelica Natividad Minkavage Yturralde, Psychology
Cheng Zeng, Accounting
FACULTY HONORS

Faculty honors is a designation at UW Tacoma created to acknowledge the merit of students with the grade point average equivalent for baccalaureate honors who have not completed the minimum 90 UW credits. Graduates who have earned faculty honors wear a purple honor cord.

Hassan Aljewad, Electrical Engineering
Celestial Camille Allain-Pendergrass, Nursing
Andrea Lynn Archambault, Psychology
Joanne May Julaton Armer, Nursing
Cristal Asencio De Leon, Psychology
Cameron L. Averden, Environmental Science
Fadi Hani Awad, Finance
Christian Ramon Berrios, History
Rebecca L. Brown, Ethnic, Gender and Labor Studies
Karin Alonso Carrillo Crespo, Nursing
Danielle M. Divinagracia, Nursing
Hayley Eakins, American Studies
Annalynn Fain, Management
Jennifer Fletcher, Nursing
Carlton Ian Flowers, Psychology
Jessica A. Golidwell, Social Welfare
Jeffrey Thomas Helsing, Social Welfare
Cassie Hukkeri, Psychology
Aaron Jensen, Accounting
Navjot Kaur, Biomedical Sciences
Victoria Kritovich, Nursing
Marykate Bersamira Laureta, Psychology
Fernando L. Libor, Nursing
Kirsti Lipphardt, Environmental Science
Michelle Leilani Matous, Nursing
Shalonda R. Miles, Nursing
Amelia Moore, Management
David Issac Moore, Business Administration
Chelsie Breann Morgan, Psychology
Ashley Marie Mortensen, Psychology
Kathryn Marie Noakes, Nursing
Lisa Noel, Psychology
Dyan Raaposas, Nursing
Samuel Alexander Renaud, Criminal Justice
Kenzie Sacco, Nursing
Claire Jeannette Thorstad, Nursing
Patrick Tibbals, Computer Science
Sara Catherine Todd, Accounting
Cham T. Truong, Nursing
Amy Marie Wakatake, Nursing
Saleem Rashaad Williams, Politics, Philosophy and Economics
Kacey Rebecca Wilton, Politics, Philosophy and Economics
Xianxiang Yin, Mathematics
Rokhila Yokubova, Nursing
Kara Phanwadee Zollner, Accounting

GLOBAL HONORS

The Global Honors Program is UW Tacoma’s interdisciplinary honors program, with a curriculum designed to help highly-motivated students enhance their knowledge of global issues.

Jaylynn Chantel Arnold
William Blakey
Gabrielle Nadine’Caroline Brandt
Lucas Crosby Byram
Alexa Christie
Exita Lealofi
Jordina Marie Marshall
Sarah Moody
Ruth Ogden
Angel Crystal Hem Reddy
Gabriela Evangelista Romero
Yingchong Zhen

UNITED STATES ARMY ROTC RECOGNITION

UW Tacoma recognizes and congratulates the following UW Tacoma students who have completed training with Pacific Lutheran University’s ROTC Lute Battalion and will be commissioned as Second Lieutenants in the United States Army.

Titan Christopher Allen
Silpi Bista
Raine Yi-Mei Chrysostom
Amber Michelle Kreier
Emmanuel P. Vululleh
University Administration

BOARD OF REGENTS

David Zeeck, Chair
Blaine Tamaki, Vice Chair
Leonard Forsman
Leonor. Fuller
Alexes Harris
Jeremy Jaech
Elizabeth Lee
Libby G. MacPhee
Linden Rhoads
Constance W. Rice
Rogelio Riojas

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON ADMINISTRATION

Ana Mari Cauce
President
François Baneyx, Vice Provost of Innovation
Andreas Bohman, Vice President for UW Information Technology and Chief Information Officer
Mary Gresch, Senior Vice President for University Advancement
Rickey Hall, Vice President for Minority Affairs & Diversity and University Diversity Officer
Randy Hodgins, Vice President for External Affairs
Tamara M. Josserand, Vice President for Development
Mindy Kornberg, Vice President for Human Resources
Brian McCartan, Vice President for Finance
Fredrick Nafukho, Vice Provost of Academic Personnel
Sarah Norris Hall, Vice Provost of Planning & Budgeting
Mari Ostendorf, Vice Provost for Research
Philip J. Reid, Vice Provost of Academic & Student Affairs
Jeffrey Riedinger, Vice Provost of Global Affairs
Paul Rucker, Vice President for Alumni & Stakeholder Engagement and Executive Director of the UW Alumni Association
Denzil Suite, Vice President for Student Life
Ed Taylor, Vice Provost and Dean of Undergraduate Academic Affairs
Joy Williamson-Lott, Dean, Graduate School

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON TACOMA ADMINISTRATION

Sheila Edwards Lange
Chancellor
Mentha Hynes-Wilson, Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs
Sylvia James, Vice Chancellor for Finance & Administration
Leslie Kinkade, Interim Vice Chancellor for Advancement
Ali Modarres, Assistant Chancellor for Community Partnerships and Dean, School of Urban Studies
Elavie Ndura, Vice Chancellor for Equity & Inclusion
Patrick Pow, Vice Chancellor for Information Technology

Andrew Harris
Executive Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs
Joe Lawless, Chief Strategy Officer

ACADEMIC DEANS AND DIRECTORS

Bonnie Becker, Associate Vice Chancellor, Student Success
Vanessa de Veritch Woodside, Interim Executive Director of Global Affairs
Annie Downey, Director, UW Tacoma Library
Rachel Endo, Dean, School of Education
Natalie Eschenbaum, Dean, School of Interdisciplinary Arts and Sciences
Cheryl Greengrove, Associate Vice Chancellor for Research
Raj Katti, Dean, School of Engineering & Technology
Divya McMillin, Associate Vice Chancellor, Innovation & Global Engagement
Altaf Merchant, Gary E. & James A. Milgard Endowed Dean, Milgard School of Business
Keva Miller, Dean, School of Social Work & Criminal Justice
Ali Modarres, Dean, School of Urban Studies
Deirdre Raynor, Executive Director, Undergraduate Education
David Reyes, Dean, School of Nursing & Healthcare Leadership
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON TACOMA ADVISORY BOARD

Brian Marlow, Chair
Creigh H. Agnew
Robin Baker
Joanne Bamford
Florence Chang
Bruce Dammeier
Erin Galeno
Josh Garcia
Alecia R. Grady
Larry S. Kopp
Kathi Littmann
Andy McDonald
Lyle Quasim
Debbie Sayre
Mark Starnes
Jennifer Statham
Bill Sterud
Richard Tift
James Waldo
Dorian Waller
Sarah Weyerhaeuser

Ex Officio
Sheila Edwards Lange
Victoria Woodards
Honorary
Clyde H. Koontz
William W. Philip
Herb Simon

OFFICERS OF THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON TACOMA

Jai’Shon Berry, President

Executive Board
Jasmine Davis, Director of Finance
Johnny K. Doan, Director of Student Technology
Exita Lealofi, Director of University Affairs
Jake Wayne Stroud, Director of Legislative Affairs
Holly Wetzel, Director of Outreach

Senate
Lydia Abuli
Elijah Amian
Chastity Bryant
Jasmine Kaur Maggo

Nathan Chau Nguyen
Audrey R. Pelczar
Isaac Rose
Olivia Maxine Whitmarsh

UNIVERSITY FACULTY

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Rachel Endo, PhD, Dean
Julia Aguirre, PhD
Kathleen Beaudoin, PhD
Kawena Begay, PhD
Gordon Brobbey, PhD
Laura Feuerborn, PhD
Dawn Hardison-Stevens, PhD
Kurt Hatch, EdD
Diane Kinder,
Professor Emerita, PhD
Christopher Knaus, PhD
Belinda Y. Louie, PhD
Ginger L. MacDonald,
Professor Emerita, PhD
Robert R. MacGregor,
Retired, EdD
Robin Starr Zape-tah-hol-ah
Minthorn, PhD
José Rios, PhD
M. Billye Sankofa Waters, PhD
Marcy L. Stein,
Professor Emerita, PhD
Matthew Weinstein, PhD
Lorne Arnold, PhD
Yan Bai, PhD
Orlando Baiocchi, PhD
Paulo Barreto, PhD
Charles Bryan, MS
Thomas Capaul, MS
Wei Cheng, PhD
Donald Chinn, PhD
Charles Costarella, MS
Larry Crum,
Professor Emeritus, PhD
Vahid Dargahi, PhD
Debasis Dawn, PhD
Martine De Cock, PhD
Heather Dillon, PhD
Kivanc A. Dincer, PhD
Matthew Ford, PhD
Alan Fowler, MS
Chunming Gao, PhD
Bryan Goda, PhD
DC Grant, MIPM
Robert Gutmann, PhD
Emese Hadnagy, PhD
Ingrid Horakova, MS
Juhua Hu, PhD
Ling-Hong Hung, PhD
Mohammed Jasim, PhD
Hee Seok Kim, PhD
Angela Kitali, PhD
Massimiliano Laddomada, PhD
Seung-Jin Lee, PhD
Wes Lloyd, PhD
Thillainathan Logenthiran, PhD
Christopher Marriott, PhD
Michael McCourt, PhD
George Mobus,
Professor Emeritus, PhD
Anderson Nascimento, PhD
Deveeshree Nayak, MS
Mark A. Pagano, PhD
Moshe Rosenfeld,
Professor Emeritus, PhD
Raghavi Sakpal, PhD
David Schuessler, MS
Jie Sheng, PhD
Zhiqian Shu, PhD
Nafiul Siddique, PhD
Monika Sobolewska, MA
Ankur Suri, MS
Josh Tenenberg, PhD
Ankur M. Teredesai, PhD
Matthew Tolentino, PhD
Jeff Walters, PhD
James West, PhD
Ka Yee Yeung, PhD

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY
Raj Katti, PhD, Dean
Menaka Abraham, MS
Eyhab Al-Masri, PhD
Mohamed Ali, PhD

Menaka Abraham, MS
Eyhab Al-Masri, PhD
Mohamed Ali, PhD

MILGARD SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Altaf Merchant, PhD, Gary E. and James A. Milgard Endowed Dean
Zoe I. Barsness, PhD
Ali Zea Boloori, PhD
Daniel Bryan, PhD
Zhiyan Cao, PhD
Gordon Craig, MBA
Sergio Davalos, PhD
Haluk Demirkar, PhD

27
Marion Eberly, PhD
Ehsan H. Feroz, PhD
Nasir Haghighi, PhD
Aaron Hastings, MPAcc
Arthur Jago, PhD
Shalini Jain, PhD
Rupinder Jindal, PhD
Dariush Khaleghi, MS, MBA
Fei Leng, PhD
Kent Nelson, Teaching Professor Emeritus, PhD
Jinlan Ni, PhD
Stephen Norman, PhD
Gregory Noronha, PhD
Jill M. Purdy, PhD
Gregory M. Rose, PhD
Shahrokh Saudagaran, PhD
Gim Seow, PhD
Natalie Eschenbaum, PhD, Dean
Luther Adams-Free Man of Color, PhD
Sarah Alaei, PhD
Dolores Alcaide Ramirez, PhD
Michael Allen, Professor Emeritus, PhD
Yajun An, PhD
Pariya Avij, PhD
Katherine Baird, PhD
Maria-Tania Bandes
Becerra Weingarden, PhD
Gordon Barnes, ABD
Alan Bartlett, PhD
Ellen Bayer, PhD
Christopher Beasley, PhD
Anne Beaufort, Professor Emerita, PhD
Bonnie Becker, PhD
Linda C. Nicole Blair, PhD
Joan Bleecker, PhD
James F. Brown, Professor Emeritus, PhD
Tyler Budge, MFA
William Burghart, PhD
Ryan Card, PhD
Alison Cardinal, PhD
Kima Cargill, PhD
Rubén Casas, PhD
Leighann Chaffee, MA
Edward Chamberlain, PhD
Sarah A. Chavez, PhD
EC Cline, PhD
Jane Compson, PhD
David Coon, PhD
Robert Crawford, Professor Emeritus, PhD
Julia Dancis, PhD
Jeremy Davis, PhD
Sonia De La Cruz, PhD
Vanessa de Veritch Woodside, PhD
Chris Demaske, PhD
Joanne Clarke Dillman, PhD
Joyce Dinglasan-Panilio, PhD
Cynthia Duncan, Professor Emerita, PhD
Julie Eaton, PhD
Sara Eccleston, PhD
Ander Erickson, PhD
John Finke, PhD
Michael Forman, PhD
Alison Gardell, PhD
James Gavel, PhD
Claudia Gorbman, Professor Emerita, PhD
Cheryl Greengrove, PhD
Margaret Griesse, PhD
Anna M. Groat Carmona, PhD
Mary Hanneman, PhD
Matthew Harvey, PhD
Eliza Heery, PhD
Morgan Heinz, MS
Jutta Heller, PhD
Margaret “Meg” Henderson, PhD
Rachel Hershberg, PhD
Michael Honey, Professor Emeritus, PhD
Peter Horak, PhD
Cynthia Howson, PhD
Emily Ignacio, PhD
Natlie Jolly, PhD
Ever Jones, MFA
Beth Kalikoif, Associate Professor Emerita, PhD
Michael Kalton, Professor Emeritus, PhD
Maureen Kennedy, PhD
Sana Khalil, PhD
Kelly Kim, PhD
Zaher Kmail, PhD
Lawrence Knopp, Professor Emeritus, PhD
Ed Kolodziej, PhD
Tomas Koontz, PhD
Pamela Krabenbuhl, PhD
Michael Kucher, PhD
Michael S. Kula, MFA
William Kunz, PhD
Leanne Laux-Bachand, MA
Hyoung Suk Lee, PhD
Jeong-Ah Lee, PhD
Jonah Li, PhD
Anna Lovász, PhD
Eva Ma, PhD
Augustus Machine, MA
Sasha Malinsky, M.S.
Bidisha Mallik, PhD
Jacob Martens, MFA
Julie Masura, M.S.
Erik McDonald, M.S.
Nita McKinley, Associate Professor Emerita, PhD
Benjamin Meiches, PhD
Alex Theodore Miller, PhD
Danica Miller, PhD
Cassie Miura, PhD
Andrea Modarres, PhD
Lauren M. Montgomery, PhD
Michelle Montgomery, PhD
Ellen Moore, PhD
David Morris, Associate Professor Emeritus, PhD
Laura Murphy, PhD
Jennifer Myers Baran, PhD
Marc Nahmani, PhD
Beverly Naidu, Professor Emerita, MFA
Amós Nascimento, PhD
Annie Nguyen, MFA
Randall Nichols, PhD
Julie Nicoletta, PhD
Alexandra Leah Nutter, PhD
Ariana Ochoa Camacho, PhD
Allen Olson, M.S.
Sushil K. Osval, PhD
Yixuan Pan, MFA
Samuel Parker, Associate Professor Emeritus, PhD
Luke Perone, PhD
Jennifer Quinn, PhD
Scott Rayermann, M.S.
Deirdre Raynor, PhD
Johann Reusch, PhD
Emma Rose, PhD
Stephen Ross, PhD
Saumya Sankaran, PhD
Peter Selkin, PhD
Amanda Sesko, PhD
E. Joe Sharkey, PhD
Olga Shatunova, MA
Haley Skipper, M.S.
Huatong Sun, PhD
Liber (Elizabeth) Sundermann, PhD
Rita (Duong) Than, M.S.
Riki E. Thompson, PhD
Emily Thuma, PhD
Erik Tou, PhD
Egta Ugur, PhD
Ruth Vanderpool, PhD
Tanya Grace Velasquez, MA
Jack Vincent, PhD

SCHOOL OF INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS AND SCIENCES

Luther Adams-Free Man of Color, PhD
Sarah Alaei, PhD
Dolores Alcaide Ramirez, PhD
Michael Allen, Professor Emeritus, PhD
Yajun An, PhD
Pariya Avij, PhD
Katherine Baird, PhD
Maria-Tania Bandes
Becerra Weingarden, PhD
Gordon Barnes, ABD
Alan Bartlett, PhD
Ellen Bayer, PhD
Christopher Beasley, PhD
Anne Beaufort, Professor Emerita, PhD
Bonnie Becker, PhD
Linda C. Nicole Blair, PhD
Joan Bleecker, PhD
James F. Brown, Professor Emeritus, PhD
Tyler Budge, MFA
William Burghart, PhD
Ryan Card, PhD
Alison Cardinal, PhD
Kima Cargill, PhD
Rubén Casas, PhD
Leighann Chaffee, MA
Edward Chamberlain, PhD
Sarah A. Chavez, PhD
EC Cline, PhD
Jane Compson, PhD
David Coon, PhD
Robert Crawford, Professor Emeritus, PhD
Julia Dancis, PhD
Jeremy Davis, PhD
Sonia De La Cruz, PhD
Vanessa de Veritch Woodside, PhD
Chris Demaske, PhD
Joanne Clarke Dillman, PhD
Joyce Dinglasan-Panilio, PhD
Cynthia Duncan, Professor Emerita, PhD
Julie Eaton, PhD
Sara Eccleston, PhD
Ander Erickson, PhD
John Finke, PhD
Michael Forman, PhD
Alison Gardell, PhD
James Gavel, PhD
Claudia Gorbman, Professor Emerita, PhD
Cheryl Greengrove, PhD
Margaret Griesse, PhD
Anna M. Groat Carmona, PhD
Mary Hanneman, PhD
Matthew Harvey, PhD
Eliza Heery, PhD
Morgan Heinz, MS
Jutta Heller, PhD
Margaret “Meg” Henderson, PhD
Rachel Hershberg, PhD
Michael Honey, Professor Emeritus, PhD
Peter Horak, PhD
Cynthia Howson, PhD
Emily Ignacio, PhD
Natlie Jolly, PhD
Ever Jones, MFA
Beth Kalikoif, Associate Professor Emerita, PhD
Michael Kalton, Professor Emeritus, PhD
Maureen Kennedy, PhD
Sana Khalil, PhD
Kelly Kim, PhD
Zaher Kmail, PhD
Lawrence Knopp, Professor Emeritus, PhD
Ed Kolodziej, PhD
Tomas Koontz, PhD
Pamela Krabenbuhl, PhD
Michael Kucher, PhD
Michael S. Kula, MFA
William Kunz, PhD
Leanne Laux-Bachand, MA
Hyoung Suk Lee, PhD
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Ingrid Walker,  
Associate Professor Emerita, PhD  
Carolyn West, PhD  
Charles Williams, PhD  
Jenny (Yi) Xiao, PhD  

SCHOOL OF NURSING & HEALTHCARE LEADERSHIP  
David Reyes, DNP, MN/MPH, RN, Dean  
Chieh (Sunny) Cheng, PhD, RN  
B. Jane Cormman, Senior Lecturer Emerita, PhD, RN  
Marjorie C. Dobratz, Professor Emerita, DNSc., RN  
Denise Drevdahl, PhD, RN  
Robin Evans-Agnew, PhD, RN  
Sharon Gavin Fought, Associate Professor Emerita, PhD, RN  
Katie Anne Haerling (Adamson), PhD, RN  
Susan L. Johnson, PhD, RN  
Sharon S. Laing, PhD  
Kären Landenburger, Professor Emerita, PhD, RN  
June S. Lowenberg, Professor Emerita, PhD, RN  
Patsy L.B. Maloney, Ed.D, RN  
Janet Primomo, Associate Professor Emerita, PhD, RN  
Ruth Rea, Associate Professor Emerita, PhD, RN  
Kathleen Shannon Dorcy, Associate Teaching Professor Emerita, PhD, RN  
Christine Stevens, PhD, RN  
Cathy Tashiro, Associate Professor Emerita, PhD, RN  
Shamay Thomas, FNP-C, MSN, ARNP  
Weichao Yuwen, PhD, RN  

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK & CRIMINAL JUSTICE  
Keva Miller, PhD, Dean  
Christopher Barrans, MSW  
Anindita Bhattacharya, PhD  
Asia Bishop, PhD  
Hermenia Butler, MSW  
Rick Butt, MSW  
Jarrod Call, PhD  
Kenneth Cruz, PhD  
Thomas M. Diehm, Teaching Professor Emeritus, PhD  
Charles A. Emlet, Professor Emeritus, PhD  
Jerry Finn, Professor Emeritus, PhD  
Rich Furman, PhD  
Michelle D. Garner, PhD  
Vern Harner, PhD  
Marian S. Harris, PhD  
Janelle Hawes, PhD  
Andrea Hill, PhD  
Teresa Holt-Schaad, Senior Lecturer Emerita, MSW  
Mahealani Kalilikane, MSW  
JaeRan Kim, PhD  
Nancy Kuhuski, MSW  
Janice H. Laakso, Associate Professor Emerita, PhD  
Marcie Lazzari, Professor Emerita, PhD  
Eric Madfis, PhD  
Whitney Miller, MSW  
Randy Myers, PhD  
Lindsey Phillips, MSW  
Ronald San Nicolas, PhD  
Claudia Sellmaier, PhD  
Moniquetra Slater, MSW  
Barbara Toews, PhD  
Megan Toothaker, MSW  
Diane Young, Professor Emerita, PhD  

SCHOOL OF URBAN STUDIES  
Ali Modarres, PhD, Dean  
Brian Coffey, Professor Emeritus, PhD  
Yonn Dierwechter, PhD  
Anthony Falit-Baiamonte, PhD  
James W. Harrington, Professor Emeritus, PhD  
Lisa Hoffman, PhD  
Linda Hurley Ishem, Associate Teaching Professor Emerita, PhD  
Matthew Kelley, PhD  
Gregory Lund, MGIS  
J. Mark Pendras, PhD  
Jesi Quizar, PhD  
Bára Safárová, PhD  
Emma Slager, PhD  
Anne Taufiten, PhD  
James Thatcher, PhD  
Davon Woodard, PhD  
Anaid Yerena, PhD  

GONFALON GUARDIAN  
Jeff Dade, School of Urban Studies  

GONFALONIERES  
School of Education  
Santino Wai Ching Wong  
School of Engineering and Technology  
Paris Madison Weber  
Milgard School of Business  
Lydia Abuli  
School of Interdisciplinary Arts and Sciences  
Olivia Maxine Whitmarsh  
School of Nursing and Healthcare Leadership  
Lindsay Marie Spuck  
School of Social Work and Criminal Justice  
Raquel Roslyn Mamea  
School of Urban Studies  
Samantha June Smith  

FACULTY MARSHAL  
Menaka Abraham, MS  

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS  
Jessica Asplund  
Shannon Carr  
Dayna Childs  
Rachel Cook  
Karin Dalesky  
Janet De La Cruz  
Victor Flores  
Beth Ann Hoover  
Johnta Hopkins  
Jessica Immelman  
Melody James  
Karen Janz  
Lindsey Kealoha  
Ryan Kernan  
Belinda Louie  
Roseann Martinez  
Michelle Miller  
Julie Palumbo  
June Parra  
Tracy Pitt  
David Ross  
Sally Schwartz  
Andrew Seibert  
Terri Simonsen  
Aubree Steffens  
Marife Tabao  
Will Taylor  
Shelli Veal  
Isabella Webb  
Noelle Wilson  
Toni Woodman  
Akane Yamaguchi